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NEW HAMPSHIRE: MY RESPONSIBILITY

When Governor Judd Gregg called for a Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century, he issued this charge:

When we look around us, what do we see, what do we experience as part of life in New Hampshire? What is good, what is bad, and what can we do about it? What makes New Hampshire special and unique? What gives our people a sense of place? How have our citizens through their attitudes and approaches to problem solving and response to community needs shaped our institutions, government, and infrastructure? Will our small-town rural heritage and small-scale city life still be available in the future? Will our natural environment be able to provide for our recreation and products for manufacturing? These are among the types of questions that the commission needs to ask itself and the people of New Hampshire.

With all of this in mind, I would like the commission to undertake two goals. First, identify those characteristics which would make New Hampshire a unique and special place. Second, develop approaches and initiatives that will help assure the protection and promotion of those characteristics. Included in these initiatives may be legislative ideas, but hopefully the majority of the approaches will be more original and imaginative than the typical “let’s write a law” response. The commission charge is to bring to bear creative thinking about New Hampshire’s future.

The vision and recommendations of the commission should be tested early and often before a broad array of our state’s citizens. Their input should be obtained from public forums, town meetings, discussion groups, and any other means prior to the presentation of the commission’s final report.

Judd Gregg
Governor
State of New Hampshire
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“We want to live in a place where we can work, and we want to work in a place where we can gladly live.”

The Governor’s Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century heard a consistent message from the North Country to the Golden Triangle, from the Seacoast to the Connecticut River. We heard two themes that identify and unite New Hampshire people:

- Citizen Responsibility—a belief that individual citizens can and will take responsibility for our future;
- Living Landscape—a strong attachment to the environment of the state, including both its natural resources and the working landscape of business and industry, farms, and forests.

After eighteen months of listening to New Hampshire people and considering the future of the state, we recommend these principles to guide us into the 21st century:

- To guide New Hampshire, we must invest in the people’s capacity to govern.
- The people will preserve the landscape, and the landscape will renew the people.
- Change in New Hampshire comes from the community, not from some commission.
- A good idea that can be accomplished is worth dozens that can’t.
- The best ideas have legs—they will move forward, having an impact decades from now.

Citizens Engaged

New Hampshire’s people have a particular character—conservative, independent, practical—a character so strong that newcomers tend to shape themselves into its mold as they arrive, even with the changes they may bring. That character is invested in political action, in the broadest, non-partisan sense.

As commission members went from community to community, we saw something quite beautiful—ordinary citizens wrestling with the toughest questions of growth and change, and how we should live.

Again and again we were reminded that the genius of democracy is that ordinary people are capable of extraordinary achievements.

A place for the people

In the wake of rapid growth in the 1980s, there is an urgent sense of change and loss. Growth and change seem to be both craved and feared in our communities, welcomed for their vitality and energy and yet unknown and difficult to control.

The prospect of a population of two million sends shivers down most people’s spines—a certain amount of excitement mixed with many unanswered questions. The current pause in economic development gives planners and leaders a break in which to assess where we want to go and how we can best get there.
Initiatives of the Commission

The initiatives identified here have unusual promise to have lasting effect, and they are ones for which the commission was able to identify current resources and leadership. They do not attempt to address every issue and solve every problem. Hopefully they set a direction and strengthen local efforts.

Some of the initiatives of the commission ask for the participation of individuals, communities, and the state. These initiatives include:

- The Civic Forum
- The Civic Profile
- Leadership: New Hampshire
- Civic Education
- Enhancing Local Press Coverage
- Community Consensus Building
- Municipal Officer Training
- Strengthened Charitable Giving
- The Intergovernmental Advisory Council

A second set of initiatives also invites the participation of individuals, communities, and the state, but in a new coalition, called the Living Landscape Council. This council represents a new level of cooperation among private and public groups and anticipates a new era of alliances to preserve and protect our natural and built environment. These initiatives include:

- Economic Development
- Alternative Zoning for Open Space
- Conservation of Lands and Buildings
- Community Cornerstones
- Heritage Commissions
- Scenic Byways
- Matching Grants
- Living Landscape Publicity

We believe these initiatives will renew and preserve what is best about New Hampshire for the 21st century.

Cotton Cleveland                      Paul Bofinger
Co-chairs of the Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century

It is said that one man who had spent his life searching for the great gem finally reached a secluded spot where he had never been before. To his great joy, there was the gem within easy reach, blazing into his eyes with a mad brilliancy that turned his blood into wine. But even as he stretched out his hands, a portion of the immense cliff above him fell with a roar, sweeping him and the gem in its path. They fell in a trail of fire from crag to crag, and finally came to rest in the dark waters of the Lake of the Clouds. To this day its waters have been dark and sullen; but at times, even to this day, a ruddy glow may be discerned within its depths, and the blood of the visitor quickens with anticipation.
AN URGENT TASK: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

New Hampshire is changing. The first European settlers found a population of several hundred thousand Native Americans in New England. It took three hundred years for the population of New Hampshire to reach 500,000, in 1950. Then in the next thirty-five years, the population doubled to one million.

By some time in the first third of the next century, the population is likely to double again, to two million.

The cities of New Hampshire grew up on rivers: the Merrimack, Cocheco, Pisataqua, Androscoggin, Connecticut. Our cities are married to the landscape as much as our forests are married to the hills. But our cities have grown away from their rivers as development follows the roads into the suburbs.

One of nearly every four homes in New Hampshire was not standing ten years ago. In a single generation, the family farm has disappeared. Already most of the land once cleared for agriculture has returned to woods or been cleared for development. Already the air is so clouded that the White Mountains are rarely seen from Portsmouth—a sight common in the first century of European settlement. There is a widespread sense of loss in the quality of life that New Hampshire has provided and valued.

And there is a more fundamental sense of loss—a loss of control over the shape of our lives. As our sheer numbers grow, the old methods of solving problems are breaking down. There are still towns where most people know everyone at town meeting. They may conclude their town meeting with a bean supper, part of the town’s “we’re all in this together” tradition. But many town meetings have been fragmented into hostile voting blocks.

New Hampshire self-governance has always taken place in small places—coffee shops, barbershops, community centers, grange halls—the kinds of places that are disappearing from our landscape.

The current pause in economic development has given planners and leaders a break, but now is no time for idle speculation. Even as communities identified their most valued cornerstones through the Community Cornerstones Project, some of those cornerstones were being demolished.

Judson Hale relates the following:
In the fall we begin to see birds forming into groups in preparation for their long journeys southward. The ducks on Lake Winnipesaukee are doing that too—as if, like in the old days, they were going south, too. But most of the ducks on Lake Winnipesaukee won’t be making the trip. For the past few years, they’ve simply gone over to Burger King on Paugus Bay in Laconia for the winter. There’s open water there and people throw them French Fries. Why bother flying south?
Cornerstone
(kor'-ner-stōn) n.
"The indispensable and fundamental basis of something."

VOTE

WHO — Everyone!
WHAT — Cornerstones, the things that make PORTSMOUTH important to you.
WHY — To recommend to the Governor's Commission, those things that are important to you, the people of PORTSMOUTH. The results will be exhibited at City Hall in the fall.
WHERE — The Library, City Hall, neighborhood stores — all around your town.

PORTSMOUTH, MY RESPONSIBILITY.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE PARADOX

People come to New Hampshire, or stay in New Hampshire, to be independent. We discover, paradoxically, that independence requires a community effort. To maintain independence from larger government interference, for example, people at the local level have to take responsibility for local control.

Growth itself requires us to come together. Transportation, solid waste disposal, water quality, and economic development require regional attention. There are more than a million cars now in the seven southern counties of New Hampshire. How can we keep the air clean enough so that we can still see something out of the windows of all those cars?

The rails have been abandoned. Roads have become straighter and faster, splitting communities as they speed strangers to new destinations. While electronic communications bring us instant news from the Persian Gulf or Panama, it is hard to find out what is going on across town.

The independence of New Hampshire people is legendary. But like any legend, it is part myth. Under the mainstream of rugged individualism there has always been a practical current of interdependence and cooperation—another legend told in a history of town meetings, barn raisings, the coordination of a logging drive, or the solidarity of a French community—or Greek, or Lithuanian, or any of the other populations within the population of New Hampshire.

As New Hampshire grows, our sense of mutual dependence must become as strong as our independence, or we will lose both.

What is best about New Hampshire?

Two themes were identified in community after community as essential to the identity of the state:

- Citizen Responsibility—a belief that individual citizens can and will take responsibility for our future;
- Living Landscape—a strong attachment to the environment of the state— including both its natural resources and its built environment.

New Hampshire people feel that these themes describe us. We own them. In community after community, people responded in one spirit: “Yes, these are my responsibility.” Self-determination continues to stir people around the globe. In New Hampshire, it is the rock on which our civic identity has been built. From town meeting to planning board to conservation commission to private groups advocating for education or water quality or day care, New Hampshire people are apt to say, “Give us the tools and let us be; we will take care of things.”

Epsom, October 23, 1990.

Three pairs of running shoes, four pairs of work boots, and two pairs of business shoes shuffle under the table at the Epsom Town Hall. The planning board has heard its last appeal for the night, sitting under fluorescent lights in front of a wall of vacant voting booths, flanked by an American flag and a clock.

There is still a bit of astonishment in the chairman’s voice as he introduces a new order of business: six Epsom residents have volunteered to rewrite the town’s master plan. Four of them have come to the meeting tonight. They were inspired to come by their participation in a townwide Civic Profile initiated by the Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century. The chairman refers to them, with no sense of irony, as the people from the 21st century.

Gary Matteson, spokesman for the group of four, uses the same shorthand: “The purpose of the 21st century is to get people involved in town government. In the Civic Profile we started talking about a common vision of where the town is going, and then someone said, ‘Don’t we have a master plan?’ We found out it was ten years old. The plan had projected a population of 4,300 for the year 2,000. We’re past that now.

“The town paid the regional planning commission to write the old plan,” Matteson continues. “We think we can do a better job ourselves. It’s our town.”
TOWNS PARTICIPATING IN THE CIVIC PROFILES, COMMUNITY CORNERSTONES AND EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES
A LIVING REPORT

The state could have been analyzed through a series of slices along issues—transportation, health care, housing, public schools, solid waste. But the commission chose to keep its vision broad. “Our objective is neither to make long-range forecasts nor to recommend solutions,” said Harold Janeway, a commission member, early in the process. “We have chosen to focus our work on New Hampshire’s capacity to govern itself, the process by which citizens guide their state and towns.”

The two themes of Citizen Responsibility and Living Landscape provided a useful practical division: people and places. Yet the division continually dissolves. How the land looks depends on how people come together to make decisions. Issues of autonomy and community are often focused by issues of the environment, or appropriate access to the land.

The Community Cornerstones Project was primarily a tool to highlight New Hampshire places; but a number of participating towns identified volunteerism as one of their Cornerstones—often noting that they were probably unique in seeing volunteerism as a Cornerstone of the Living Landscape. Far from it. The two themes become one dynamic, expressed in two ways: New Hampshire for the people, and the people for New Hampshire.

The commission was not so much a single, static body as a series of events. These events were prompted by the commission, but the shape they took depended on the vision of dozens of communities.

No one method could cover the breadth of interests of people involved with the commission. Many processes were tried, to tap as many streams of energy and vision as possible.

- The commission sought activities that reflected its own action orientation—testing new ways to engage people that might help replace some of the non-functioning traditional means;
- offering models that could be continued by communities without the supervision of the commission;
- trusting that when local people are gathered together and listened to, they will provide better guidance than the experts.

Some of the ways the commission worked with local groups included the following:

- The Civic Profile, in ten communities and with more than 720 participants—a forum to identify local strengths and weaknesses and improve the community’s capacity to make decisions;
- Statewide Stakeholders, 21 individuals from key statewide organizations to shadow the commission, giving valuable advice and counsel;
- Community Cornerstones Project, in twelve communities and involving 265 individuals plus hundreds who answered surveys, to identify key community assets that a community will commit itself to preserve into the 21st century;
- Public Opinion Polling through fourteen different newspapers and publications, with more than 1,000 respondents;
- Two thousand five hundred student essays, poems, drawings, posters, plays, photographs, mobiles, models, videos, and songs from students in the fourth, eighth, and eleventh grades.
- Focus Groups at the Farm and Forest Exposition, Inherit New Hampshire, the Farm Bureau, and other organizations;
- Research exploring a wide variety of ideas from other states and regions.
INITIATIVES OF THE COMMISSION

The commission, guided by New Hampshire's traditional pragmatic spirit, did not attempt to cover every issue. The aim was not to produce abstract recommendations that "someone" ought to follow, but to set in motion useful activities. The emphasis of the following action steps is on things that can be done or are already under way and will have a lasting impact.

In establishing the commission, the governor issued one caveat: that the commission not become embroiled in the debate about taxation for fear of exhausting itself on a controversy it could not resolve.

The work of the "21st century people" continues beyond the writing of this report, hopefully into a new century. The following initiatives represent a beginning.

Strengthening Our Communities

1. New Hampshire Civic Forum

"Democracy is a process, not a static condition. It is becoming rather than being. It can be easily lost, but is never finally won. Its essence is eternal struggle."

—Judge William Hastie

At the core of New Hampshire's soul is the willingness of its citizens to take responsibility for our community life and our landscapes: to give of their own time, and not wait for others to act; to look first for voluntary solutions, and not demand actions by government; to do what is practical, and not hold out for an impossible dream.

The commission initiated practical ways to equip this willingness. An overall strategy is also needed to review, over time, our capacity to govern ourselves.

The commission proposes the establishment of a New Hampshire Civic Forum, to be convened next in the year 2000, and thereafter as determined by the Governor. A Civic Forum Trust Fund, its assets built from annual contributions through a Civic Infrastructure Depreciation Allowance, will support the Civic Forum. The forum will review, renew, and add to the kind of initiatives created by the Commission on the 21st Century.

The task of the Civic Forum is to provide a common ground on which New Hampshire periodically audits how well communities govern themselves and also develops specific ways in which communities can work better.

- The forum should be independent of any one sector.
- The forum should come into being only every 8–10 years, and should exist for only a limited period.
- The forum should be supported as a public-private partnership, through a special trust.
- The forum should be convened by the Governor.

Investing in the Civic Infrastructure

The civic infrastructure parallels the physical infrastructure with which we are more familiar—the network of roads, bridges, schools and public facilities. The civic infrastructure is the network of processes, institutions, and people that make our communities work.

Civic Infrastructure Depreciation Allowance

We need to invest in our civic infrastructure, just as we need to maintain our roads and bridges. Government and private partners should set aside a small amount each year. Annual contributions acknowledge the continual wear and tear on the civic infrastructure and the need to provide for repair and for periodic major renovation.

Civic Forum Trust Fund

Annual set-asides from government and private partners will be invested in a Civic Forum Trust Fund. No money in this trust can be used until the governor convenes the next Civic Forum. All income earned by the trust will be reinvested. The assets of the trust will be used to support the Civic Forum when it is reconvened in the year 2000.
The forum should be advisory only, with its capacity to secure action dependent on the power of its recommendations.

If the capacity of New Hampshire’s people to govern remains strong, if New Hampshire communities work well, this state can meet any challenge. The Civic Forum acknowledges the ongoing nature of our work; that, as a commission member observed, “Responsibility is like a string that we can only see the middle of. Both ends are out of sight.”

2. Civic Profile

“There are very few times in your life when you feel magic. This was one of those times.”

—Maureen Barrows, Rockingham County Commissioner, speaking of the Exeter Civic Profile

The Civic Profile brings together a cross section of a community to assess how well the community works and to take action to make the community work better. In Epsom, for example, the Civic Profile has already resulted in a new town brochure and map; citizens volunteered to redo the master plan; and a group is investigating the development of a community center. Manchester citizens are working on revitalizing the downtown, developing the theater district, and preserving historic buildings. Conway added students to the school budget process, altered the high school civics curriculum, and launched a Mount Washington Valley economic planning effort.

Ten communities have already participated in Civic Profiles initiated by the commission.

The “Book of Ideas” in the appendix of this report contains more than a hundred ideas that came out in these Civic Profiles. Nothing is more eloquent on the strength, resilience, and creativity of New Hampshire’s communities than these ideas.

The University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension will coordinate the program to lead communities through the Civic Profile, using the most skilled facilitators from all sectors of the state, and drawing on an advisory group of commission members and statewide stakeholders to make introductions in communities around the state as the need arises.

3. Leadership: New Hampshire

“To preserve the landscape—urban and rural—we must invest in our people’s capacity to make decisions and carry them out.”

—Commission principle

Volunteerism is strong in New Hampshire. But we need to expand the pool of New Hampshire leaders who are willing to take on statewide issues and who bring to local issues a perspective and commitment to the entire state of New Hampshire. The Business and Industry Association and the New Hampshire Charitable Fund will develop “Leadership: New Hampshire” to identify and recruit emerging leaders from the corporate, public and non-profit sectors to take on statewide responsibilities.
Twenty to twenty-five individuals will be selected annually, by application and nomination. The group will meet eight to ten times over the course of a full year, in half- or full-day sessions.

The purpose of the program is to identify emerging talent; motivate emerging leaders concerning statewide issues and perspectives; build the expectation that they will take on leadership roles on statewide issues; and develop a network for effective leadership.

The program is inspired by successful local versions, such as “Leadership: Manchester” and “Leadership: Seacoast,” as well as successful statewide programs elsewhere in the country.

The commission strongly supports the development of local initiatives to serve other regions of New Hampshire, such as the North Country. The commission also recognizes the need for leadership training in specific skills as addressed in the initiative for Municipal Officer Training.

The Business and Industry Association and the New Hampshire Charitable Fund will help implement “Leadership: New Hampshire.”

4. Civic Education

Every Civic Profile noted the need for civic education. Citizens must understand government in order to participate in government. Many adults are new to the state and are unfamiliar with our particular forms of local and state government—which in themselves are growing more complex—and with the degree to which New Hampshire relies on citizen involvement.

Civic education is a life-long process, as roles and relationships evolve and the demands on government change.

Civic education in the schools is the responsibility of local boards acting to carry out the clear education standards set by the Board of Education. Many schools have developed programs to promote civic education which can be expanded in creative ways, such as:

- Youth in Government, which could be complemented by Youth in Local Government;
- Student Elections and Mock Elections;
- National Civic Bee (being used currently in two districts);
- Boys and Girls State, which could also have a local model.

At the college level, volunteer service programs should be encouraged at all branches of the University System of New Hampshire. The Civic Profile “Book of Ideas” (see appendix) has many suggestions for informing and involving adults in communities, including Civic Welcome Wagons, Civic Bulletin Boards, and corporate support, including release time for volunteerism and civic involvement.
The National Community and Service Act of 1990 has been signed into law with $287 million for exemplary local service projects. The Governor's Council on Volunteerism and the Office of Volunteerism—their examples of excellent work—should take advantage of this act to promote local programs.

5. Enhancing Local Press Coverage

"A good idea that can be accomplished is worth dozens that can't."
—Commission principle

In almost every one of the Civic Profile Communities, there was strong criticism of the quality and extent of local press coverage of local events. Residents see a decline in the local news they need most, such as: Will the Planning Board approve that developer's application? Why haven't the Selectmen obeyed state orders to clean up the landfill?

In some communities, an exciting new technology is sprouting: the municipal newsletter. Written and composed by volunteers using personal computers, these provide a new news-gathering forum.

Both existing papers and new ones need help. The New Hampshire Press Association is substantially expanding its role in reporter education. The association is expanding its seminar program to help reporters for established papers as well as volunteers learn fundamentals. The association is preparing both written materials and seminars to reduce the learning period for reporters who cover Town Hall and the school board.

For those communities that are trying to set up their own newsletters, the association is planning seminars and other programs to help give them the nuts and bolts of how to use PageMaker software and other tools of the new technology.

Discussions have begun with representatives of electronic media to strengthen their role in the coverage of local issues.

6. Building Community Consensus

"Town Meeting lasted for seven days. When it was all done, we hired a band and had a dance."
—From an old town history

Almost every community in the state has suffered through a difficult dispute that lingered, festered, spilled over to unrelated issues, and corroded the capacity of the community to move forward.

Across the United States, communities are experimenting with techniques that offer alternative ways to resolve disputes or reconcile differences. New Hampshire currently has no such program, nor any single institution whose mission is to build this capacity.

The New England Center at the University of New Hampshire has agreed to establish a program for consensus and conflict resolution.
The program will sponsor conferences and workshops, provide training to public officials and decision-makers, and establish a bank of trained mediators in the state, including both paid consultants and volunteers.

In developing this program, the commission was impressed with the experience of six other states with comparable efforts.

7. Municipal Officer Training

The Civic Profiles touched again and again on the complexity of issues facing towns and cities. As our towns and cities grow, as the world we live in becomes more intrinsically entwined with regulations, ordinances, and mandates, and as the number of personnel in local government increases, the responsibilities facing local officials require knowledge that many well-intentioned officials do not bring to the job.

The University System of New Hampshire and the New Hampshire Municipal Association are developing an Institute for Municipal Training that will provide continuing education, training, technical assistance, research, and publications for public officials. It will offer workshops, courses, technical assistance, and/or training in areas to include the following: effective leadership management, effective public policies, effective communications (internal and external), ethics in management, and citizen as customer.

8. Strengthen Charitable Giving

From the Civic Profiles it was clear that charitable giving can be strengthened in almost every community. This is not an attempt to get private giving to substitute for public support, but to recognize the degree to which many New Hampshire activities depend heavily on private charitable support.

This project is aimed at more fully realizing the capacity for private giving, especially for smaller and locally-based organizations.

The New Hampshire Conference of Fund Raising Executives (CONFR) is the professional association of New Hampshire's leading fund-raising executives. CONFR has agreed to take on this project as a community service. CONFR representatives will meet with representatives of two Civic Profile Communities where charitable giving received particular attention, Rochester and Epsom. Their goal will be to see if a model can be developed that will increase charitable giving in a single community. If there is success in either pilot community, the model will be offered to other communities.

Excerpts from schoolchildren’s essays and poems:

In my opinion, New Hampshire projects the wrong image. I think that people in other states think that we are people who like taking nature walks, drinking apple cider, and baking pumpkin pies. Don't get me wrong, I know people that like that kind of thing and I'm not condemning them for that. I just wanted to get the point out that New Hampshire kids like the same things that New York and the same things that California kids like. We like shopping, we like movies, and we like the beach. We are not all foliage freaks!

In the future I hope to see the New Hampshire image changed for the better. I just want the other states to know that New Hampshire people are just as modern as they are.

Thank you,

Angela M. Hansen
Mastricola Middle School,
Grade 8
Dear Governor's Commission,

I want to talk about all my concerns for N.H. Here they are: air pollution, acid rain, smoking chimneys, smokestacks and cars. Better laws are needed. You could suggest good laws to our legislators.

I will help if you need me.

Sincerely,
Lynne Kelley, Bedford, Grade 4

An ever-increasing range of issues cannot be solved by a single unit of government. They require collaboration by several units of government: towns, regions, state, special districts.

The Intergovernmental Advisory Council will be a fifteen-member body, advisory to the Governor. It will be staffed by the Office of State Planning, its members appointed by the governor on recommendation from the Municipal Association, the Association of County Governments, and the regional planning commissions. Selected members of the Executive and Legislative branches would join the council as appropriate. The council builds on the successful experience of eighteen other states with similar bodies.

The council will provide a neutral ground, an arena in which jurisdictional problems can be systematically addressed, as well as such additional functions such as: 1) sponsorship of technical training; 2) research on common issue areas; 3) information clearing house; and 4) joint programs.
INITIATIVES OF THE COMMISSION

Preserving the Living Landscape

"The best ideas have legs—they will move forward, having an impact decades from now."

—Commission Principle

New Hampshire's landscape—including its river cities, small towns, farms, and forests—shelters and inspires its inhabitants, as well as attracting its visitors.

The commission came to think of this landscape as a Living Landscape—a vital mix of wild and natural resources and the built environment. It includes working farms, managed forests, picturesque town commons, mill buildings, opera houses, and other elements that represent the very fabric, the underlying structure that supports the traditional character with which we identify.

To preserve the living quality of this landscape in the face of desired future development is the greatest challenge New Hampshire faces. To preserve both our landscape and the civic spirit of its inhabitants requires more than the individual and community actions envisioned and initiated by the commission. It requires a new season in the way we approach planning—a profoundly new initiative and alliance in harmony with New Hampshire traditions.

The commission sees this coalition as a private-public partnership called the Living Landscape Council.

Photos: Permission from the Center for Rural Massachusetts, U. Mass Amherst. Also the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy and the Environmental Law Foundation.
The Living Landscape Council

The private sector would be represented on the council by twelve to eighteen individuals, elected by one hundred or more incorporators, representing business and industry, economic development, agriculture, timber, land conservation, builders, tourism, developers, historic interests, private fish and game groups, and the University of New Hampshire.

The public sector would be represented by participants from state agencies as appointed by the governor, including the Department of Resources and Economic Development, the Office of State Planning, the Department of Transportation, the Department of Cultural Affairs, the Department of Agriculture, and the Fish and Game Department; and legislators appointed by the Speaker of the House and the President of the Senate.

The mission of the Living Landscape Council is to coordinate efforts of state and private agencies to encourage sustainable economic development that is in keeping with New Hampshire's traditions and values. The divisions of the council are Sustainable Economic Development, Land Use, and Heritage Tourism.
Sustainable Economic Development

New Hampshire’s Living Landscape has long been the base for the state’s economy. The physical and social setting is attractive for the location of business and for a work force. Timber, paper, and agricultural enterprises depend directly on natural resources. Local manufacturing adds value to raw materials. Industries that do not depend directly on natural resources, like high-tech manufacturers and business services, still prize the landscape as an attractive setting in which to do business and an asset with which to recruit employees.

Sustainable economic development is founded on the premise that, as a society, we must recognize the need to use renewable resources no faster than they can be regenerated by nature, while at the same time using more wisely those resources that are finite.

Specific steps, through the Living Landscape Council, toward sustainable economic development include the following:

1. Promote skill training in new technologies and management of New Hampshire resources to compete at national and international levels of marketing. Many new technologies are being developed through the University of New Hampshire. A coordinating committee should strengthen partnerships between the University and the state’s public and private agencies to work toward sustainable economic and social development.

2. Establish Regional Economic Development Councils to work in cooperation with Regional Planning Councils. The Councils would prepare regional economic development plans in consultation with business and industry and state agencies.

3. Promote “Made in N.H.” and “Grown in N.H.” marketing. This program could be combined with a “N.H. Seal of Quality” program to recognize products and enterprises that support traditional New Hampshire character and values.

4. Promote existing agricultural and timber industries so that they remain competitive.

5. Promote secondary manufacturing that adds value to N.H. products within the state. Timber that produces $1 on the stump, for example, can produce $17 to $22 of value by additional processing within the state.

6. Provide technical assistance and other incentives to encourage the relocation or start-up of industries that are compatible with New Hampshire’s Living Landscape.

7. Promote commercial development that preserves traditional landscape qualities by such means as behind-site parking, clustering of buildings, appropriate signage, and pedestrian ways.

8. Focus industrial bond issues and other incentives on industries that are compatible with the Living Landscape.
Land Use

"Some people, hungry for the rural flavor and atmosphere that is already gone, have resorted to planting plywood cows or sheep in their lawns."
—Justin Cox, Oyster River Middle School, Grade 8

1. Promote Alternative Zoning for Open Space

Conventional large-lot zoning for a population of 2,000,000 will consume the land rather than protect it. But alternative zoning, like the variety of tools called cluster zoning, are little understood and have, in some cases, been badly abused. Alternative zoning should be promoted through the following actions:

- public television to focus on common community problems and concrete solutions—a “This Old Town” series;
- videos on open-space zoning; site plan reviews, and imaginative commercial zoning, to be shown to local organizations;
- lectures and seminars giving basic information about planning and zoning alternatives;
- workbooks that detail implementation procedures for alternative planning and zoning tools;
- technical teams available to work with communities to implement alternatives.
- a Resource Directory that provides current information on historic and natural resource services and technical assistance.

In order to meet the constant demand for updating, the State Automated Information System should be strengthened by expanding its database to provide accurate, readily available information through the existing library system.

The NH 2 Million Project lets a municipality see what its current pattern of development will lead to early in the next century. The project uses maps to “build out” the available land according to conventional zoning. “It’s like a two-by-four over the head,” says one planner who has been involved with a build-out. “It gets people to say, ‘Is what we’re getting what we really want?’”

2. Conservation of Landscapes and Architectural Treasures

The Land Conservation Investment Program has provided a model of successful private-public partnership. A new effort is needed to extend our stewardship to New Hampshire’s countryside more broadly conceived—including our townscapes and cityscapes. Conservation

Excerpts from schoolchildren’s essays and poems:
It certainly would be a disgrace if we couldn’t even see the Man in the Mountain’s face.
—Erica Schultz, Dover High School, Grade 8
of the countryside would include the acquisition of small but critical parcels of land and assist in the protection of buildings or other structures with distinctive architectural or historical features. The New Hampshire chapter of the American Institute of Architects will help in the identification and protection of significant architectural landmarks.

A new 1:3 match will increase the involvement of the private sector. Private conservation organizations should be allowed to participate if the properties to be obtained will be used for public recreation or education purposes. Donations to non-profit organizations may be used as matching funds.

The new organization would enable conservation organizations to become involved in the management of conserved properties, expand the base of donors, encourage conservation organizations to have their land noted on public maps, and strengthen the link between the tourism industry and conservation organizations.

3. Community Cornerstones Project

The commission designed the Community Cornerstones Project to help a community identify its assets and initiate measures for protection; it also produces a better informed citizenry for participation in local governance. A dozen towns so far have participated, each identifying twenty-one physical and cultural landmarks within their boundaries.

Cornerstones are more than quaint places. One person involved with the Berlin Cornerstones project said, “The stone cribs in the Androscoggin—there’s a whole history there. They’re not just scenic. They tell a story. There were two mills in Berlin. Booms chained to the stone piers kept the logs separate. Most of the men running around on the logs out there were Frenchmen. Those cribs are about industry, about history, about a meeting of cultures.”

Communities can elect to do their own Cornerstone Project in the pattern developed by the pilot towns and described in a handbook produced by the commission.

4. Heritage Commissions

The Legislature should revise statutes to enable local communities to establish Heritage Commissions in the place of Historic District Commissions to protect a wide range of features of their natural, built, or cultural landscape.

Heritage Commissions will expand the powers of local historic districts, with authority to survey and inventory all resources with historic, cultural, aesthetic, and sentimental value; acquire and manage property and easements as funds permit; and work with other local groups for the preservation of the local heritage.

The authority and responsibility of a Heritage Commission would be created and regulated by town ordinance.
Heritage Tourism

By the year 2000, tourism will be the world's largest industry. It is already New Hampshire's largest industry, bringing in more than $2.24 billion to the state's economy in 1988. New Hampshire evokes nostalgia and suggests healthy rest and relaxation. The seacoast, lakes, and mountains provide a natural stage that is non-threatening and yet challenging to the family needing to get away from the confusing pace of life.

But today's visitor wants the amenities that come with increased economic prosperity: clean family attractions, comfortable but quaint accommodations, retail shopping at bargain prices, and world-class dining. New Hampshire will see increasing numbers of international visitors, who spend more but demand more. Competition for both domestic and international visitors will become fierce as the world becomes a global market.

1. Promote the Scenic Byways Program

This program in the Department of Transportation includes a thoughtful, step-by-step process to involve local communities, protect and maintain scenic areas, develop a signage program for information and directions, and collaborate with national and New England efforts.

Communities across the state are interested in preserving their scenic vistas; farmers and foresters are interested in attracting visitors to their barns and sawmills; rural bed and breakfasts need the visitor who is seeking unique accommodations. All these interests would profit from a coordinated effort to market their availability.

A timber-agriculture-tourism coalition has already worked on the basis of a program to promote guided and unguided tours to introduce residents and visitors to the state's scenic, historic, and uniquely New Hampshire businesses and attractions. This program could be strengthened by the Scenic Byways program.

Excerpts from schoolchildren's essays and poems:
My mother told me that when she was a little girl, Main Street and where our mall is was all forest and there were wild animals that just stood there at the edge of the forest. Now we see malls and condos and lots more things on the side of the roads. And instead of live animals in the forest I see dead animals in the road. The only animals I've seen—a moose, a fox, and a deer—were injured very badly.
—Amber Katzoff
Conway Elementary School
Grade 4
2. Establish a matching grant program similar to the Joint Promotional Program

The coalition would first determine the actual economic impact of the related industries by reviewing existing research and undertaking an economic impact report similar to the Davidson-Peterson Report on tourism's impact on New Hampshire's economy.

Based on the data, the coalition would seek to establish matching grants to private-sector organizations to encourage tourism projects based on the state's traditional character. Grants would be used to:

- expand and enhance existing activities such as Project Learning Tree;
- encourage growth of programs that foster New Hampshire's traditional image (e.g., regional festivals that feature local forestry, agriculture, history/culture, and environmental products, character, concerns, etc.);
- educate the public as to the social and economic benefits to the state from the continued economic viability of traditional land uses;
- promote education between and within concerned organizations;
- promote the public accessibility and enjoyment of resources including historic sites, orchards, Christmas tree farms, skiing, hiking, scenic views, wildlife habitat, etc.;
- expand the opportunities for participation in programs and events like Harvest New Hampshire, Open Barns, etc.

3. Increase coverage of the Living Landscape in travel publications

The "New Hampshire Guidebook" should feature agricultural, forestry, and historic/cultural activities and events such as agricultural fairs, farmers' markets, Christmas tree cutting, and pick-your-own farms.

A map should be created that provides a centralized data bank for all land protected by private conservation organizations or public bodies; based on that data, a map should be made available to consumers that shows private and public forest areas that are open for visitors, as well as Scenic Byways as that program is developed. Legends could indicate information regarding the activities allowed and how to obtain more information.

Excerpts from schoolchildren's essays and poems:
Governor Gregg, some of us have learned things in our study that have already changed the way we live. And some of us have become so interested in what we have learned that it will determine what we will be when we grow up.
—Den 5 Wolf Cub Scouts from Andover
NEXT STEPS

"People are still optimistic in New Hampshire. Since the Manchester Civic Profile, I see people better able to cope with meetings—touching base with other people and listening to other points of view. There's a feeling that we can make a difference.

—Signe McQuaid, reflecting on the Manchester Civic Profile

The future of New Hampshire lies with the ingenuity and commitment of New Hampshire people. From the beginning, the work of the commission was to build from the ground up, from the insight and collaboration of local groups. The future of New Hampshire—whatever it may be—will be built the same way.

The Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century believes it has made a difference. Alliances have been forged. Foundations have been laid. Seeds have been planted, and the work continues.

On the following pages is a Book of Ideas which every citizen can use to help New Hampshire into the 21st century.
As part of a pilot program in conjunction with the Governor's Commission on New Hampshire in the 21st Century, citizens in ten communities across New Hampshire came together for day and a half workshops to focus on the problems and possibilities facing each of their communities as they move into the next century. The process each group went through was developed by the National Civic League and has been used by communities all across the country to help them to evaluate their civic infrastructure: those people, systems and institutions that make for a successful community. The Commission provided professional facilitators to guide each community through the process.

What the Commission discovered was no surprise. There is a wealth of talent and information in New Hampshire. Allowing people the freedom to focus on ideas rather than on immediate problems, brought out potential solutions in new and interesting ways. This "Book of Ideas" is an attempt to share some of the information that the commission gathered from across the state. We would like to thank the people from the ten participating communities for sharing their concerns and ideas with us. They are from:

- Conway
- Epsom
- Exeter
- Lancaster
- Lebanon
- Manchester
- Meredith
- Rochester
- Sullivan County
- Winchester

We have listed the major themes identified by the communities, followed by suggestions of how to address those issues. Some of the ideas are major initiatives, while others are very simple and require only a decision on the part of one person to begin. We hope that this will be a useful resource for all of the 234 cities and towns across New Hampshire.

**INCREASE CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND VOLUNTEERISM**

Many communities feel that there is a need to increase citizen participation by broadening the constituency base. They felt it is important to make an effort to learn of differing views and develop respect and tolerance between various groups in the community. They want to make full use of the existing talent pool, to recognize the efforts made by volunteers, and to explore possible approaches to increase and coordinate both the numbers and diversity of volunteers. Some of the ideas for increasing citizen participation and volunteerism include:

**Local Civic Curriculum in the Schools:** Incorporate a local civic curriculum from grades K-12 into the public school system to encourage youth participation. Bring community leaders and volunteers into the schools to implement it. Make community service a graduation requirement.

**Career Day:** Have a career day for government and non-profit organizations so people can see what the jobs are like.

**Community Youth Services Day:** Create an opportunity (day) to listen to youth and what they want to contribute and then find ways to help them get involved.

**Community Participation Day:** Have a day that combines recognition and information about participation.
**Government Awareness Week:** Create a Government Awareness Week to try to reach those people who don't usually participate. Meet the people on their turf, at local "hang outs." Part of the week should be to recognize and appreciate the volunteers and officials, to educate the public and to assist volunteer efforts. Make it diverse and inclusive by developing a coordinating committee comprised of private, public and non-profit organization representatives.

**Senior Participation:** Increase participation by seniors in the community by conducting an "Interest Level" survey for community participation. Work with SCORE, RSVP, and local seniors groups to implement the survey.

**Address the Liability Issue:** Make sure that residents understand that they are not personally liable for actions that are performed in good faith in the public service. State statute and jurisdictional policies cover volunteers in the performance of their duties (barring any gross malfeasance in office).

**Pot Luck Socials:** Create some fun activities for volunteers to exchange information and see that volunteering isn't all work. Have the socials at the same time and place each week and have them just for fun—no work. It should be an opportunity for people to get to know each other and hear about what other people are doing in town.

**Volunteer Awards Night:** Recognize the volunteers for what they do in the community. Consider giving awards for newcomers who volunteer also so that new people to the community may see that it is easy to get involved.

**Government Services Day:** Recognize government officials for their contributions to the community by having a day set aside to honor them.

**Drop the Barriers:** Perceived or not, many people feel that there are barriers to involvement, such as how long you have lived in a community, who you know, or where you may live in town. It is important to become conscious of the barriers we project and attempt to tear them down.

**Welcome Wagon:** Develop ways to greet newcomers into the community, as in the Welcome Wagon model. Include information about town government, town services, volunteer opportunities, ways to meet other residents.

**Buddy System:** Develop a buddy system for introducing and involving new people. Find out the newcomers interests and match them up with someone in town so that they may be taken as a guest at an organization meeting that might interest them.

**Brown Bag Lunches:** Have weekly or monthly brown bag lunches with Selectmen or Councilmen where everyone can come with their lunch and voice their opinions. It would be a way for elected officials to stay in touch with the wishes of their constituents, and for the people to be heard.

**Media Profiles:** Produce a weekly article about people and organizations and what they are doing. Include information about organizations as well as profiles about specific people and their individual volunteer contributions to an organization.

**Community Center:** Create a focal point where people can come to learn more about the community or become involved in specific activities.

**Job Descriptions:** Create job descriptions for volunteers and make them widely available so that anyone interested in volunteering will know what is expected in time, talent and interest.

**Volunteer Clearinghouse:** Create a master list of people who might be interested in volunteering in town. Actively pursue them.

**Involve Business:** Encourage business to give release time to their employees to volunteer in community activities.

**Corporate Award Program:** Encourage business to become involved and then recognize local business for that involvement.

**Bumper Stickers:** Recognize elected officials and volunteers for their service through some very visible means, such as bumper stickers. By showing them, and the general public that their work is valued, we may encourage more people to serve.

**Be Positive:** Always speak positively about activities if we expect other people to want to show an interest.

**Feeder System:** Create ad hoc committees that could include people who may live outside an area but work in a community and have valuable input.

**Internships:** Have internships that are institutionalized so they continue from year to year. For example, instead of presenting an internship and asking for volunteers, create an internship that is always filled by a senior in the high school and make it an honor to be selected.

**Advisors Program:** Utilize the special interest and talents in the community, such as seniors, or other interested parties to create an advisors program to assist the leadership in specific areas of concern. Since they would be an advisory capacity only, they could include people from surrounding communities that may have some interest or expertise in the subject area.

**Time Limitations:** Set time limitations for jobs (other than political) to make activities more attractive and manageable. If a job grows too large, divide the tasks into manageable pieces and distribute the responsibilities among more people.
Projects: Develop projects like beautification efforts that can bring people together in a tangible, positive endeavor around the community.

Direct Mail Registration: Have a voluntary direct mail registration of talents, hobbies, interests, knowledge, skills, when registering cars or paying tax bills. Computerize the list and make it accessible to those who might be seeking specific talents or skills for their organization.

Ask for Help: Make the need for volunteers and participation widely known. Ask for assistance from the community.

Accessibility: Make participation possible for those who are currently unable to participate by providing transportation, car-pooling, or baby-sitting. Determine what is keeping willing people away and then solve the problem.

Volunteer Coordinator: Hire a person to coordinate the volunteers in the town. This person would be a central resource for all government and non-profit organizations as well as for people who are interested in participating. She/he could not only match up volunteers but could offer training programs and other types of assistance.

Newcomers Club: Have a club for newcomers to help orient them to the community and to get them involved.

Superstar Program: Have an achievement program for non-athletes in the schools to recognize people for their contributions of time. Publicize it like sports heroes are now.

Citizen of the Week: Spotlight one citizen in town every week. Show the positive sides of volunteering.

Agency Forum: Form a coalition of non-profits to improve communication and reduce turfism. It could be as simple as a yearly meeting of executives.

Student Financial Aid: Provide financial aid for public service, much like the military provides college financial aid for military service.

Student Government: Use student government to access students. Ask them for help and provide opportunities. They are usually interested in finding projects.

Volunteer Sign-Up Cards: Put volunteerism as a category on cards or forms that are used to ask people to contribute—such as the United Way cards.

Public Service Announcements/Campaigns: Get local television and radio stations to make volunteerism their public service campaign. Have recognized people make public service announcements about participation and its importance to NH’s way of life and government. Make participation “popular.”

Time Management: Make jobs do-able. Limit the time factor and if a job gets too big, divide it up so that the jobs are manageable for people with busy schedules.

Volunteer Education and Training Programs: Conduct programs so that people who may be interested in volunteering know what is expected of them and people who may want to volunteer but fear they have nothing to contribute will see that they can be a valuable addition to any organization or government body.

Task Force Groups: Use time limited, project or issue specific task forces in government. Have members be cross disciplinary to advise standing boards. Since they are of an advisory capacity only, they could include people from surrounding communities that may have some interest or expertise in the subject area.

IMPROVE CIVIC EDUCATION

Communities across New Hampshire said that there is a need to educate both students and adults on how the system works and how to work the system. The goal is to increase interest in running for public office as well as to increase the potential for volunteerism. It should also help each community to implement the many plans that have been developed over the years but continue to “lay on the shelves.” Some of the ideas for improving Civic Education include:

Public Directory: Develop a public directory of who’s who and what’s what in the business, government and non-profit sectors in the community. It should include a list of volunteer organizations, how town government works, educate the public about the responsibility of volunteering, and who needs volunteers. It should be available free to the public. Put the directory on video tape and circulate it to the video rental stores in town.
Student Day in Government: Encourage student involvement through activities like a student day in town government.
Empower Students: Involve students in the budget or decision-making processes so students see how it works and feel like they have a vested interest in the process and its outcomes.
Practice Town Meetings: Run student organization meetings like Town Meetings so that students have some experience in the process prior to actually attending a Town Meeting.
Publicity: Publicize the need for volunteers through the Public Directory (listed above), or through regular media want ads.
Open Non-Agenda Meetings: Conduct open non-agenda type meetings—like a welcome or hospitality night that could occur 2-3 months prior to elections or between various organizations like Kiwanis and Rotary, so that people who might be interested in running for office may learn about each of the positions and the issues they would be required to address in public office.
Corporate Involvement: Implement a corporate volunteer exchange program with local government.
School/Community/Government Newsletter: Produce a newsletter of school, community and government activities. The students could put it together. It could include how "things get done" and how to access the system.
Readable Reports: Make all reports readable and in everyday English so that everyone can understand what has taken place at meetings and in the decision making process.
Voter Guides: Produce voter guides on how to run for public office.
Candidate Information Nights: Conduct sessions where people who want to run for office can come to learn how and then once they are running, have forums where candidates may come to discuss their views with the voters.
Post Information: Post information about how town works around the town—such as at the post office or in banks . . . places that people frequent. Have one central location where all information is posted.
School Workshops: Have government, non-profits and business conduct workshops in the schools on issues that are important to the students, so that students can see how the process works.
Youth Groups: Encourage local civic and service organizations to start youth groups so that young people may learn the process and the ethic of service early in their lives.
United Fund: Have civic and service groups work together to create a fund to support efforts in civic education and to simplify the process.
Disseminate Decisions: Make certain that decisions are disseminated more widely and make them readable. Post them in places that people frequent, such as banks or the post office.
Organization Fair: Have a fair for organizations and government to showcase their activities and needs for participation.
Use Existing Forums: Encourage all organizations in the community to use their existing forums and meetings for some civic education programs.
Media Use: Encourage the media to respond to positive actions resulting from town meetings to help develop positive attitudes so that people want to find out about what is happening and to participate.
Adult Education Courses: Conduct adult education courses on how the system works and how to access it.
Local Neighborhood Pride: Create local pride and action, not depending on government to solve all of our problems. It is also easier to accomplish on the local level and it can be a training ground for involvement.
IMPROVE GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE

Many communities feel that there is a need to look at the government structure, to develop strong leadership within the community, learn how to work together and develop consensus on pressing issues, begin to minimize turf issues, increase the number and diversity of people running for elective office, and to develop ways for government and business to work together toward common goals for the community. They think that often the process needs to be simplified and that there is a need for more effective means of communicating information on the issues that is non-emotional and in a non-voting environment. The key to government performance is accountability, and the most effective method of holding officials accountable is by having the maximum number of people possible participating in the process. Some of the ideas for improving government performance include:

Neutral Forums: Conduct neutral forums to discuss issues without the requirement of a vote. This would take some of the emotion out of the discussion while allowing people the opportunity to have their views heard. These could include the use of trained facilitators.

User Friendly Town Meetings: Make town meetings more accessible by including informal informational meetings held prior to them with explanations of the impact of potential votes on articles. There could also be assistance given to the moderator on parliamentary procedures. Providing day care, transportation and phone banks to get the people out—just like they do in political campaigns—would also increase the participation at town meetings. Make it a family day.

Tax Lottery: To increase voter participation, make voters eligible to enter a lottery. The prize would be that the lottery pays your real estate tax bill for the year. If a renting won, the lottery could pay that part of the rent that was attributable to taxes.

Secret Ballots: Implement secret ballots at town meeting.

Town Government Day: Begin a Town Government Day, opening the offices to the public, honoring public servants, and making town government more accessible and understandable to the general public.

Student Day in Government: Encourage student involvement through activities like a student day in town government. Model the process from a campaign through elections and then have the students serve a day in government so they may see how the process works.

Public Directory: Develop a public directory of who's who and what's what in government. It should include how town government works, educate the public about the responsibility of volunteering, a list of volunteer opportunities, and who needs volunteers. It should be available free to the public. Put the Directory on video tape and circulate it to the video rental stores in town.

Leadership Training: Conduct leadership training programs, both on the local and the state or regional levels so that people who serve in government have the skills necessary to do the job.

Coordinate Schedules: Improve communication through the coordination and publication of meeting schedules, agendas, and minutes from meetings.

Newsletter: Develop a government newsletter. Publish it 2-4 times a year with the assistance of student interns.

Open Office Hours: Publish public office hours, setting a time aside when it would be convenient for the public to come in to speak to government officials.

Open Houses or Tours: Have open houses or tours of government or public facilities so that people understand more about government and how it functions… make people feel more a part of the process and take some of the mystery out.

Meeting Accessibility: Make government more accessible by conducting some of the official town meetings (such as Selectmen or City Council) at various locations around town so more people may be exposed to them or may be able to attend. For example, if a meeting had a discussion about the schools, hold the meeting in the school. Hold the meetings at times when more people may attend—such as evening hours. Also, provide bus service for those who might not otherwise be able to attend—such as the elderly.

Public/Private Sector Coordination: Develop more cooperation between business and elected officials.

Recruit Candidates: Recruit more people to run for public office by stimulating involvement and showing our candidates and elected officials more respect. Publish job descriptions so people know the responsibilities of the positions.

Apprenticeship/Mentor Programs: Develop apprenticeship/mentor programs to bring new talent into the process. One method would be to appoint alternates to various boards in an effort to train up-and-coming leadership who then might run for office one day.
Voting Machines: Move away from paper ballots and towards the use of voting machines.

Job Descriptions: Create job descriptions for volunteers and make them widely available so that anyone interested in volunteering will know what is expected in time, talent and interest.

Increase Number of Selectmen: Increase the number of Selectmen so that the work load is dispersed and there is more input to a majority vote. The dynamics of three is difficult.

Goals and Objectives: Establish goals and objectives for the performance of elected officials and conduct evaluations against them.

Brown Bag Lunches: Organize brown bag lunches with elected officials to present information and to give them an opportunity to listen to public opinion.

Feeder System: Create ad hoc committees that could include people who may live outside an area but work in a community and have valuable input.

Internships: Have internships that are institutionalized so they continue from year to year. For example, instead of presenting an internship and asking for volunteers, create an internship that is always filled by a senior in the high school and make it an honor to be selected.

Advisors Program: Utilize the special interests and talents in the community, such as seniors or other interested parties to create an advisors program to assist the leadership in specific areas of concern.

Entrepreneurial Attitude: Develop and encourage an entrepreneurial attitude in the government structures.

Paid Government Support Staff: Consider paying support staff, such as Town Administrators to ease the burdens of the town volunteer leaders. Much of what occurs in government occurs during the day, while our elected officials are available in the evenings. The jobs have become so time consuming that fewer people are willing to run for public office. Showing and giving support for these functions might increase the numbers and quality of the people willing to run for public office.

Adequate Government Facilities: Many communities complained of inadequate facilities for town government which might also contribute to the lack of people willing to run for town office. Facilities and work space are an important part of making things run efficiently.

Partnerships: Develop partnerships with government and business—much like the school/business partnership model.

Publicize Openings: When openings for appointments occur, publicize them and ask for applicants. It would help to broaden the participation and could increase the expertise level on various boards and committees.

Facilitate Voting: Make registration and voting easier. Conduct voter registration drives in the schools.

Board of Advisors: Have a board of advisors to the governing bodies in a community. It’s function would not be to advise on the decisions a board or committee makes but to determine or guarantee that all proper procedures were utilized in making the decision.

Broad Participation Requirements: Make broad based participation a requirement for any decision.

Task Force Groups: Utilize time limited, project or issue specific task forces. Have members be cross disciplinary to advise standing boards on all aspects or positions within the community. Since they are of an advisory capacity only, they could draw from the expertise that may be available in the surrounding communities.

Better Use of Town Buildings: Use town buildings for more than just government activities. Greater access to, and familiarity with, the spaces makes people more comfortable about participating in activities that relate to government within the buildings.

Run for Office Workshops: Conduct workshops to teach people how to run for public office.

Open Door Meetings: All meetings should be open door and conducted in spaces that accommodate sufficient numbers of people to view the proceedings. Spaces that only accommodate the members of the board or committee give the impression that the public is not invited and that public participation is not welcome.

Pay: Address the pay issue for elected officials. Many people are unable to offer their services because they must depend on their salaries to make a living. Government jobs have become full-time jobs. If you must work for a living, the time spent in government must be added onto the time spent in your paid position...leaving little time for family or friends.

Limit Terms of Office: Limit the terms of office of appointed and elected officials.
DEVELOP RESPONSIVE AND EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Various communities believe that there is a need to bring all the sectors together in a coordinated effort to train existing and emerging leadership in the group meeting process, conflict management skills, negotiation skills, consensus building techniques, effective use of the media, and on how to implement plans that have been developed. Improved leadership should help us to break down some of the turf issues and enable communities to increase their commitment to problem solving. This need for leadership training to improve the quality of existing and future leadership was seen at all levels of government. Some of the ideas for developing leadership include:

Create Interest: Interest in leadership training can be developed in a variety of ways from identifying potential candidates, holding a government day, conducting public relations campaign, or creating a brochure with goals and leadership skills required for various positions.

Identify Skills: Identify the skills each community wants in its leaders, such as the ability to communicate, delegate, nurture, seize an opportunity, make decisions, be assertive, obtain results, motivate, compromise, negotiate; someone with energy, tact, diplomacy, who is also self critical.

Local Seminars and Workshops: Develop on-going local seminars and workshops with support tools, including business, government, education, social services, and the hospitality/tourism industry. Keep them affordable early-on by using local talent first, then going for foundation grants. Educate employers to send their employees and to pay for the tuition. Investigate the models that already exist in Manchester and the Seacoast.

Broaden Participation: Broaden the participation in the existing leadership training programs beyond just the business sector. Include the non-profit sector and government in the programs.

Coordinate the Three (3) Sectors: Coordinate the three sectors (public, private and non-profit) to more effectively work together towards the common good and help them to understand and work towards their shared concerns.

Neutral Forums: Hold inter-disciplinary neutral forums for the community to allow people to network and learn about other aspects of the community. This would take some of the emotion out of the discussion while allowing people the opportunity to have their views heard. These could include the use of trained facilitators.

Apprenticeship/Mentor Programs: Develop apprenticeship/mentor programs to bring new talent into the process. One method would be to appoint alternates to various boards in an effort to train up and coming leadership.

Paid Government Support Staff: Consider paying support staff, such as Town Administrators to ease the burdens of the town volunteer leaders. Much of what occurs in government occurs during the day, while our elected officials are available mostly in the evenings. The jobs have become so time consuming that fewer people are willing to run for public office. Showing and giving support for these functions might increase the numbers and quality of the people willing to run for public office.

Leadership Training Programs: Develop leadership training programs that inform potential leaders about the community and train them in the skills necessary to be an effective leader.

Adequate Government Facilities: Many communities complained of inadequate facilities for town government which might also contribute to the lack of people willing to run for town office. Facilities and work space are an important part of making things run efficiently.

Quarterly Informational Meetings: Conduct quarterly Selectmen and Planning Board meetings that are for informational purposes only. No votes are to be taken, or cases heard. It would be an opportunity for the public and the elected and appointed officials to have a dialogue about the community. Let the government know what the public wants and at the same time let the public know how they can and should help.
Job Descriptions: Create job descriptions for volunteers and elected officials and make them widely available so that anyone interested in volunteering will know what is expected in time, talent and interest. Make the officials available to discuss their jobs in the schools or in public forums.

Public Profiles: Publish profiles of people who are in leadership positions within the community so that people can see what is involved in leadership and that it requires broad based participation to be truly effective.

Efficient Meetings: Train leadership in how to run efficient meetings so that more people will be interested in attending.

Youth Leader Scholarships: Offer leadership scholarships for students to encourage new leadership development.

Student Mentor Programs: Consider student mentorship programs or presentations in the schools so that students see first hand what it takes to be a leader.

Feeder System: Create ad hoc committees that could include people who may live outside an area but work in a community and have valuable input.

Internships: Have internships that are institutionalized so they continue from year to year. For example, instead of presenting an internship and asking for volunteers, create an internship that is always filled by a senior in the high school and make it an honor to be selected.

Advisors Program: Utilize the special interests and talents in the community, such as seniors, or other interested parties to create an advisors program to assist the leadership in specific areas of concern.

Leadership Council: Have an informal council made up of leaders from within the community to gather over lunch on a regular basis to share ideas, approaches, ask for assistance or ideas. Shared information often facilitates action.

Regional Cooperation: Devise ways to work together on a regional basis. Many of our problems cannot be solved by one jurisdiction alone and our leadership must learn to work together.

Civic Curriculum: Put a civic curriculum in the schools that has a leadership component. Help students to learn about leadership and train them to become tomorrow’s leaders.

Recognition: Recognize the contributions of our leaders so that more people may be willing to step forward and serve.

Corporate Involvement: Encourage local business to allow their employees to become more involved in community activities and to lend their expertise.

Task Forces: Use time limited, issue or project specific task forces to offer expertise in given areas to our leadership. Since they would be of an advisory capacity, they would not necessarily have to be drawn from members of the community but could include the expertise of people from neighboring communities or people who work but don’t live in the area.

CREATE A COMMON VISION FOR THE COMMUNITY

Many communities feel a need to create a unified and positive vision which brings all sectors together. Some communities believe they are losing their identity and that there is a sense of low morale permeating the community. New Hampshire’s people are special and we have a strong desire to build a sense of community, to protect and preserve our natural resources and to take a close look at the social issues facing us and how best to fund them. This vision would include regional cooperation and planning as well as developing a broad and diverse economic base, increased information sharing, and consensus on key issues, with respect for diversity. Some of the ideas for creating a shared, positive vision include:

21st Century Commission: Create a Commission on the 21st Century for each community or region to begin to develop a vision for the future.

Central Core: Create a central core that defines the community. It can be a village green, a particular place in town, or even a building, like a community center. What is important is that there is a physical space that people associate with "town."
Trusts/Foundations/Land Banks: Organize mechanisms by which people may contribute to the greater good of the community as well as to specific organizations and activities. Consider revenue generating activities such as theatre events or movie ticket sales so that there is a general fund for community improvements.

Downtown Villages/Greens: Continue to develop and maintain our central villages and town greens, recognizing that they are a nucleus to bring people together.

Wish Lists: Create wish lists and then set goals for achieving them. We have to know where we are going before we know which road to take to get there. A model being used for the wish list is the Community Cornerstones project developed by the Governor's Commission on NH in the 21st Century.

Neutral Forums: Hold inter-disciplinary neutral forums for the community to allow people to network and learn about other aspects of the community. There could also be the opportunity for substantial debate on the issues from all segments of the community. This would take some of the emotion out of the discussion while allowing people the opportunity to have their views heard. These could include the use of trained facilitators.

Create Task Forces: Bring the three sectors (business, government and non-profits) together to work on specific areas of concern and to share information. This information sharing process often shows people that there is a lot of which to be proud in the community.

Broaden the Economic Base: Work with outside consultants, such as the State Department of Resources and Economic Development to look at the options available and key into what the state is doing to encourage balanced development. Also begin to define economic development in other terms, such as post-secondary education or medical facilities.

Business Development Corporations: Create business development corporations made up of a broad cross section of the community to support the broadening of the economic base.

Corporate Support: Ask business to work with us to determine our strengths and weaknesses and to set priorities.

Retain Existing Business: Much of the negative impact in our communities comes from the closing of store fronts and other businesses, creating empty buildings in the area. We should look at some of the ways in which we support existing businesses or hinder their development through over-regulation.

Expand Tourism: Look at expanding our tourist base beyond the normally targeted markets and expand the off-season visitor base. Work with neighboring communities instead of competing with them for the tourist dollar.

Protect Natural Resources: Protect our natural resources through zoning, the master planning process, preserving the character of our village centers, and through education of the people who live here. Start by defining and inventorying resources, reviewing existing beautification or conservation plans, and, if necessary, creating a special task force to bring all interested parties together.

Deal with Social Issues: Assess the needs in the community, prioritize them and then educate the public about the needs.

Have Fun: Create opportunities for people to come together to celebrate the community. It can be a community-wide fair, a pot-luck supper or just a social hour to compare notes and get to know each other.

Civic Association: Create a Civic Association to coordinate activities in town across the various interest groups...to look at the town as a whole, rather than the sum of its parts.

Social/Civic Master Plan: Develop a long range civic master plan that is visionary and is broader than just government, or planning or zoning. It should include a vision of the future. It should include development, land use and acquisition, population growth, what type of education we want for our children, what type of environment we want and how to guarantee we get what we want. It should include all sectors in the planning stages.

Community Survey: Conduct a community survey to generate interest in the planning process and to begin to focus attention on improving the image of the community. Identify what is unique and special about the community.

Marketing Campaign: Market the positive aspects of a community. Put good news in the media and information about the things that make the community special and unique.

Projects: Develop community-wide projects like beautification efforts that can bring people together in a tangible, positive endeavor around the community.

Civic Profiles: Conduct Civic Profile type meetings as “quarterly town meetings” to air discussion and share information.

Consumer Power: If a newspaper only prints negative aspects of your community, get local businesses to boycott those papers for their advertising placement.
Neighborhood Improvement Contests: Have contests that focus on smaller communities within the town and give prizes so that people develop pride in their communities.

Pride Days: Have days that are set aside to promote the positive aspects of a community. They could also be an educational tool by informing the public about the history of the area.

**IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION SHARING**

Throughout New Hampshire, residents are amazed at the amount of activity going on in their communities, about which they knew very little. Once this information is exchanged, involvement in local activities tends to increase and resources are developed. In several communities, just letting people know of a plan seemed to expedite the implementation. We were repeatedly told that one of the more powerful aspects of the Civic Profile process has been the sharing of information in a non-adversarial format. Some of the ideas for improved information sharing include:

Neutral Forums: Conduct neutral forums to discuss issues without the requirement of a vote. This would take some of the emotion out of the discussion while allowing people the opportunity to have their views heard. These could include the use of trained facilitators.

Town Brochure: Develop a public directory of who's who and what's what in the business, government and non-profit sectors in the community. It should include a list of volunteer organizations, how town government works, educate the public about the responsibility of volunteering, and who needs volunteers, a map, phone numbers, emergency numbers, town services and facilities, office hours, meeting dates and times. It should be available free to the public. Put the directory on video tape and circulate it to the video rental stores in town.

Community Bulletin Board: Have specific sites in town designated as Community Bulletin Boards where people can put up information about what is happening in town. Place them in heavily used areas.

Volunteer Fair: Organize a fair to highlight volunteer activities in the community.

Old Home Days: Use Old Home Days as an information vehicle for organizations and activities in town.

Town Meeting: Utilize the breaks in town meeting as a time for organizations to showcase their work, ask for volunteers, distribute information about the community.

Civic Association: Create a Civic Association to coordinate activities in town across the various interest groups.

Central Media Source: Develop one common source of information where all people in town expect to get their information about what is happening in town. All organizations would then know the most important place to get their information placed.

Central Drop Box: Develop one central source to drop off information about town activities that could then be resourced by the media. It would make everyone's work a lot easier, as everyone would have to go to only one point to get the job done.

Community Media Training: Train people on how to use the media effectively and that media accessibility is a bottom up responsibility. It is up to each of us to put our information forth. We cannot rely on an investigative reporter to get the word out.

Public Input: Require time for public comment at the beginning of all public meetings.

Published Agendas: Require public officials to publish agendas, minutes and votes of all public meetings. Meetings could also be televised or taped for future review for those who may not be able to attend meetings. Publish regular articles in the local papers about various board activities.

Accessible Meetings: Hold meetings in accessible locations so that people may attend. Have standard dates and times. Consider moving meetings to various locations, such as at a mobile home park if mobile homes are a topic of discussion at the meeting.

Town Video: Produce a video about the town and its history. Place it in video stores, schools and other locations so that people may easily have access to it.
Letters to the Editor: Encourage people to write letters to the editor. A few letters on one subject (positive or negative) is considered worth listening to by the media. They cannot know if we appreciate their coverage or not, if they never hear from us.

Suggestion Boxes: Place suggestion boxes around town so that if people have an idea or want to share information, but cannot attend meetings, they can write out their suggestions and place them in the box.

Newsletter Exchange: Initiate a newsletter exchange. It could be sending your organizational newsletter to other organizations or including key articles about other organizations in your newsletter.

Ombudsman: Create an ombudsman, or clearinghouse for information. Make it formal and institutionalized so that there is one resource to serve the entire community.

Speakers Bureau: Institute a speakers bureau to arrange for people to speak about various issues or organizations at functions around the community.

Summer Town Meeting: Conduct summer town meetings for tourist areas so that property owners and summer residence may become a more viable part of the community.

Target Information: Make the information appropriate to the audience and of interest to them. A simple example is that in a summer tourist area, the appropriate message may simply be “don’t litter.”

Cross-Group Activities: Conduct activities between or among various groups. While participating in an activity together they will learn about what each others group does and share information.

Town Report: Make the town report widely accessible. If it can’t be mailed to every home, make multiple copies of it available in the library or other public places, to be checked out by residents.

Talk Shows: Have a “Good Morning (name of region) Talk Show” on the radio or cable television. It could contain relevant information about the towns and could be run by the local high school students. It could serve the dual purpose of sharing information in the region and training students in leadership and civics.

Brown Bag Lunches: Have weekly or monthly brown bag lunches with elected officials to informally share ideas, hear what is going on in the community, and have the opportunity for elected and appointed officials to hear from their constituents.

Information Cards: Hand out information cards about the community to people when they pay their taxes or register their cars.

Information Hotline: Have a telephone hotline that people could use to get information on how to access the system or information about an event or issues that may be important in town at the moment.

Community Calendar: Have a central community calendar of events that gets widely distributed throughout town.

Information Clearinghouse/Booth: Have one central place/source for information gathering and dissemination.

Cable Television: Develop cable television access for local community activities.

Data Base: Develop a data base of information about the community and its services. Make it easily updated and widely available. It could be used for all sorts of things—from getting information out about events, to updating town brochures.

Media Resource Directory: Inventory the local media outlets—from television and radio, to local newspapers, newsletters, bulletin boards, and all the other methods of distributing information and publicize the information broadly.

Timely Information: Make certain that information is distributed in a timely fashion so that people may use it more effectively.

Community-Wide Communication Strategy: Develop a community-wide strategy that everyone knows and understands so that information is shared uniformly.

Devoted Newspaper Space: Get local papers to commit to specific space for town news.

Multiple Access Points: Develop multiple access points for people to obtain information. For instance, video tape meetings for those who may not be able to attend.

Kiosk: Place a kiosk on the green for community announcements.
**IMPORTE REGIONAL PLANNING AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS**

There are many issues that have been identified across New Hampshire, that no matter how talented the local leadership may be, require the cooperation of various regional, local and state governmental entities. Some of these issues include solid waste and recycling, hazardous waste, transportation, waste water and water quality, land use planning, air quality, affordable housing, recreational resources, education, and healthcare. Communities told us that local control was important so that ways had to be developed to help communities with varying economic and social structures to work more effectively together to solve their common problems. Some ideas to improve regional planning and intergovernmental relations include:

**Watchdog Groups:** Have local city councils or boards of selectmen act as watchdog groups for regional activities.

**Informal Meetings:** Reinstitute the informal regional meetings of local elected officials. Have them meet on a regular basis.

**Information from the State:** Obtain more information to and from our state representatives.

**Users Fees:** Implement users fees for regionally or state mandated programs.

**Spending without Mandates:** Develop a mechanism in which state taxation could go back to the local community for expenditure without mandates from the State...some flexible money to deal with each community's unique problems.

**Education:** Educate the public on how important regional cooperation is in our capacity to solve our problems.

**Regional Civic Forum:** Create a regional civic forum that draws from all sectors of the region to deal with issues that are area-wide in nature and that cross the traditional boundaries of responsibility and authority. This could be an opportunity to look at the region as a whole and to set a vision for the future.

**Neutral Forums:** Conduct regional neutral forums to discuss issues without the requirement of a vote. This would take some of the emotion out of the discussion while allowing people to have the opportunity to have their views heard. These could include the use of trained facilitators.

**Joint Economic Development Councils:** Develop councils made up of local and regional and state governments as well as business and non-profit interests.

**Distribute County Reports:** Distribute county reports better and more widely so that people understand what county government does.

**Disseminate Information:** Disseminate more information about regional issues and their impact on local communities.

**Use of Town Reports:** Put regional and county information into individual town reports.

**Inter-Town Board Participation:** Invite people from neighboring towns onto appropriate boards and commissions, such as solid waste disposal or water use.

**Rotate Planning Board Members:** Rotate members of planning boards from adjoining communities so that concerns about development are shared.

**Joint Planning Board Meetings:** Conduct regular joint planning board meetings between the boards of adjoining towns.

**Welcome Wagon Information:** Have regional Welcome Wagon type information for newcomers.

**County Days:** Have County Days events that would be fun and informative and that could highlight organizations and activities that are happening in various towns in a specific area as well as regionally. It could be informational as well as an opportunity for communities in a geographic region to bond together.

**United Fund:** Pool community resources to solve region-wide problems.

**Long Range Planning:** Conduct long range planning on regional issues such as education, the environment, development, land conservation, water quality, or solid waste disposal.
Information Hotline: Have a telephone hotline that could function as a regional resource and referral activity.

Business Involvement: Get business involved in solving some of the regional problems and in being a central vehicle around which to bring people together since business usually must work regionally already.

Attend Hearings: Have people designated in the community (such as Selectmen or City Councillors) who are designated to attend regional meetings so that the local community needs are factored into regional decision-making.

Coordinate Local Chambers: Coordinate local chambers of commerce so that economic development is accomplished in a collaborative manner instead of competitively from community to community.

Dump Networking: Share regional information or information about different towns at each others' dumps.

Inter-County Organization: Create an inter-county organization to represent various geographic areas and constituent groups and give it decision-making authority. The members could be elected on a regional basis and act as a regional project manager identifying, prioritizing, and acting on issues by devising plans and coordinating execution of those plans. They could be empowered to arbitrate and mediate inter-city issues. It could be coordinated out of some entity like the University System to draw on their expertise on issues and such areas as conflict resolution or use of facilitators.

Legislate Cooperation: Legislate cooperation between communities on regional planning. Currently, participation on regional planning organizations is all voluntary.

Civic Profile: Conduct Civic Profiles for regions so that they may begin the visioning process in a neutral environment.

INCREASE LOCAL PHILANTHROPY

Communities across New Hampshire expressed an interest in developing mechanisms to increase philanthropy for general community activities as well as for specific organizations and services. Property taxes cannot continue to increase to cover the costs of many local improvements which means that many improvements do not occur. This in turn begins to erode the positive images within a community. Some ideas to improve local philanthropy include:

Recognition: Develop mechanisms to publicly recognize the deeds and gifts of people in the community...to let everyone know just how much they are needed and appreciated.

Corporate Goals: Develop community-wide corporate goals for giving. Make this information widely known.

Coordination: Coordinate events and appeals so that organizations are not competing for the same dollars.

Impact Fees: Place part of the amount raised by impact fees into a general trust for community projects, organizations or improvement.

Joint Events: Have joint fundraising events to lessen the burden on any one organization and minimize the numbers of times residents are asked to participate or give.

Tax Check-Off: Have a place on tax bills or car registrations where people may check off to make voluntary contributions to a community improvement fund.

Civic United Way: Have a Civic United Way modelled after the United Way where people could make contributions through payroll deductions to a fund for government sponsored type community improvement projects.

Community Foundation: Have some sort of broad based community foundation to fund those activities that may improve the community life but may fall outside normal government services. It could also be a place for people to leave money and land in wills.
INCREASE THE CAPACITY FOR
COOPERATION AND CONSENSUS BUILDING

Every community has conflicts and issues that are troublesome. However, some communities can come to a decision and move on to other areas of concern, while others become mired down in the conflict which seems to then permeate all activities in the community. Many communities saw that during the Civic Profile process, people who traditionally disagreed came to agreement and had common visions for their communities. They could then agree on solutions. Participants felt that it was important to develop various methods of consensus building and to try to find ways to share information and come to agreement before issues become conflicts. Some ideas on increasing the capacity for cooperation and consensus building include:

Long Range Planning: Develop long range planning mechanisms because long range planning builds consensus and helps to avoid crisis management which leads to heated discussions.

Coordinate the Three (3) Sectors: Coordinate the business, government and non-profit sectors to work together towards the common good of the community. If they help each other and share information, more can be accomplished. If their three perspectives are shared early and often, many of the usual conflicts will not arise.

Brown Bag Lunches: Conduct regular brown bag lunches with elected officials to give the public an opportunity to hear what is going on in town and for elected officials to hear from their constituents in a non-formal way.

Cable Community Forums: Conduct forums about various issues on cable television. They could include a phone-in segment for viewers at home to ask questions of the panelists.

Neutral Forums: Conduct yearly neutral forums, like the Civic Profile to discuss visions for the community rather than focusing on specific issues.

Accessible Meetings/Inclusiveness: Make everyone feel welcome in the process and give them an opportunity to participate and have their feelings known early on in the process. Hold meetings in accessible places with plenty of room for people who may wish to attend. Being accessible includes considering days of the week, times, and locations of meetings, as well as transportation to and from, and possible babysitting services.

Disseminate Information: Develop more effective means to get information out to people in a better and more timely method so that information may be used more effectively in the decision-making process.

Training Programs: Develop programs to train people, particularly elected and appointed officials, on consensus building, negotiations and conflict management skills and on how to run effective meetings.

Civic Association: Start a civic association that is non-issue oriented as an umbrella for all organizations in the community to come together and be heard.

Facilitators: Use trained facilitators from outside the town when an issue is likely to be heated. Possibly find towns who have trained facilitators and conduct a volunteer facilitator trade...each of you provides a facilitator to the other free of charge.

Common Interests: Develop ways for people to come together around common interests rather than just always issues. For example, road clean-up days or community improvement/pride days, or in regional activities such as Earth Day.

State Cooperation: Try to get more state cooperation in helping communities with conflict.

Student Involvement: Get students involved. When our youth are involved, we tend to rally around them.

Communicate: Increase communication on all levels. The more people are told, the less chance that mis-information will be able to create conflict.

Mediators: Designate one person in each organization to act as a mediator between that organization and the town.

Mediation Boards: Create mediation boards to review issues before they become public fights.
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